Office & Commercial Cleaning Services
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align="right" /><strong>A clean office works wonders...</strong><img
src="plugins/editors/tinymce/jscripts/tiny_mce/plugins/emotions/images/smiley-smile.gif"
border="0" alt="Smile" title="Smile" /> ���It keep your employee's happy and motivated and
makes a huge impression on your guests and clients.�Helping Hands�caters to the needs of
the smallest business to the largest corporations. We provide Professional cleaning services for
small and medium size offices All over the UAE. Additionally, we can provide contract workers
for estate agents, showrooms, restaurants and Shopping Malls Outlet's.<br /><br />Helping
Hands�Cleaning staffs are trained and experienced but will always ready to follow your
specifications and instructions.<br /><div class="tip"><strong><em> ��" Productivity soars
when dirt disappears! and Hygienic Evnironment invites more customer's
"</em></strong></div><br />Our expert office and business cleaning services ensure a
worry-free way for your business to maintain a professional atmosphere day after day.<br /><br
/>We meet the needs of Offices, Malls, Restaurents, Real Estate, Showroom
Outlets,�Hospitals, Universities and Colleges and more. Your cleaning consists of Sanitizing
Restrooms & kitchenettes, Dusting, Floor & Marble Maintenance, common areas; and you
choose the rest. Our professional Cleaner do extra care for�Floor & Marble Maintenance in
Office Areas.<br /><div align="center"><img src="images/of3.jpg" border="5" alt="hhbc"
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the appearance of your office is important. Impress your clients and visitors by inviting them into
an office that is sparkling clean and clutter free. Also your staff will be more relaxed and more
productive in a clean and healthy environment. To accommodate your needs we offer our
services during or after your business hours.<br /></div><br /><strong><ul
class="plus"><li><u>Our Office Care Agenda Includes:</u></li></ul><ul class="check"><li>
Trash Removal </li><li>Vacuuming and mopping </li><li> Complete Interior
Dusting</li><li>Restroom Cleaning & Sanitizing</li><li>Window & Glass
Cleaning</li><li>Dispensing Paper Products</li><li>Stainless Steel Cleaning</li><li>Floor &
Marble Maintenance </li><li>Outdoor Walkway Sweeping</li></ul> Contact us today and get
that peace of mind that comes with knowing your office is being maintained by HH. <br /><br
/>Call us @ <strong>�050�63 22 309</strong>�� or submit the <a
href="enquiry-form">online request form</a> to get started now!<br /><div
class="info"><em><strong> ��Remember, Helping Hands Cleans and organize not only for
appearance, but also for health.</strong></em></div></strong>
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